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moving on to the colour space option. the original title was titanic, but due to the fact that titanic
was released a year earlier, the later version of titanic looks much better, and (a)4:2:2 is just plain
wrong and (b) not all countries and cinemas support it. the colour space support is done with a file

called film_profile.txt. the options are as follows: pal (iec), smpte431k, and adobe rec.709. the audio
option is 'audio_format.txt', and you can choose between stereo, 5.1 (which is almost unheard of
these days), and even 7.1 surround sound! very few people actually use the surround option, so

that's not really worth the bother. there are four stereo options - pcm, dts, dts-hd, and dolby digital.
for how many channels do you expect to be recording? in a studio situation you might want 2 for

the speakers, 4 for surround, and 8 for binaural (for separate audio for left and right). if you're
recording in the field, you'll probably want 5-6 for speaker, and 2-4 for surround. recording or

playing back from an external device can be a double-edged sword. when recording you want an
accurate representation of the sound you're making, but when playing back from external sources

you want to record those distortions too. this could be ringing/hum in your playback speakers,
compression artifacts, or even a crackling microphone or headphone amp. you can get around

these issues by using a higher sample rate, or recording your own mic. on the other hand, a bad
mic can sound awful. to get a good sound, you need to find a good mic. this is why some music

sounds so much better on vinyl, and some films sound so much better on blu-ray.
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In order for a club to be labelled as an iron, it has to be swung with a shaft. Many golfers equate
shaft design with shaft flex but, in reality, most shafts in the game today have fixed flex.

Thankfully, a number of shaft makers have taken that information to heart. Players can easily
compare various options by looking at cg Velocity ratings. Testers have assigned each club to one
of five target groups, including Drivers, Fairway Woods, Hybrids, Irons and Pitching The St. James
placed third and is the first interchangeable-style irons to be featured in a Most Wanted program

(For more on its predecessor, check out our Best Irons in 2019). It sits an extremely close second to
the Callaway X-Factor 4 but if youre looking for a set of iron that has optimal feel, head speed and
forgiveness, this one is up for grabs in a solid set. For the Most Wanted Tour, we sent a crew on the
road to tester numerous products on a series of top courses. Thats our opportunity to visit the best
courses in the country, including Pebble Beach, the famed Arnold Palmer Design Course, and the

Olympic Club. Our testers were given the companies in which they were testing and a brief
description of what they were looking for in a driver, fairway wood or hybrid. From there, they were

free to choose which product they wanted to test and visit the course. If youre the type of golfer
who has a driver in your bag, youre probably interested in irons. They carry the distance, impart

spin and, most importantly, get the ball airborne. Theyre the workhorses of a golfers game, with the
most to lose, and the most to gain. 5ec8ef588b
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